ABSTRACT
Introduction
Probabilistic Normed (briefly PN) spaces were introduced by Serstnev in a series of papers [1*41. Then a new definition was proposed by Alsina, Schweizer and Sklar [5] . This new definition revived the study of PN spaces. The properties of these spaces were studied by several authors; here we shall mention [6] [7] [8] [9] (but see also the survey paper [10] ). We recall below for the reader's convenience the definition ofa PN space; the notation is essentially that fixed by the classic book by Schweizer and Sklar [11] .
Definitionl.l. Aprobabilístic normed space is a quadruple (V,v,t, The function u is called the probabilistic norm. ff (V , v, z, r*) satisfies the condition, weal<er than (N1), vo : eo, then it is called a Probabilistic Pseudo-Normed space (briefly, a PPN space). lf t : tr and z* : zr* for some continuous f-norm T and its f-conorm T* then (V , v, ry, z¡* ) is denoted by (V, u, T) Someexamplesof f-normsTanditsf-conormsT*are:M(x,y): minix,y),lI(x,y):x'! andM*(x,y): max{x,y}, I7* (x, y) : x I ! -x . y. We recall the following sequence of inequalities:
T <M <M* <T*, and in particular w<n<M<M*<n*<.w*. 
Relevant triangle functions are the functions r¡, z¡* f¡fl those of the form llr which, for any continuous f-norm T, and any x > 0, are given by
See [14, 15] for a recent study oftriangle functions. The purpose of this note is to study the countable product of PN spaces. The case of the finite product of PN spaces was studied by the first author in [16] . The countable product of probabilistic metric spaces was the object of the two important papers by Alsina [17] and Alsina and Schweizer [18] ; the differences between these works and the present one will be noted; in the first place, while a single triangle function appears in the definition of a probabilistic metric space, two triangle functions, z and z*, have to be considered in a PN space.
2. The dominance relation Definition 2.1. Let (S, <) be a partially ordered set and letf and g be commutative and associative binary operations on 5 with common identity e. Thenf dominates g, and one writesf >> g, il for all x1, x2,!1,!2inS,
Settingyl -xz: einthisinequality,onehasf (x1 , y) > g(xt,y2);thus/ ¡¡ gimpliesf > g,whichinturnimpliesthat the dominance relation is antisymmetric. lt is easily shown that the dominance relation is also reflexive. However, although it is known that the dominance relation is transitive on certain subsets of the set of continuous t-norms (see [19] [20] [21] Next, a straightforward calculation yields Lemma 2.2. lf T1 andTz are t-norms such that Tt )) Tz, thenT; )) TI, and conversely.
The following theorem is due to Tardift [231. Theorem 2.1. The following statements are equívalent for all continuous t-norms T1 ond T2:
(1) Tr )> Tz;
(2) IIr., )) IIyr; (3) ty., ) tyr; (4) IT¡, ) tyr; (5) rq)) rri.
Main results: (I)-The 5-product
In a given PN space (V,v,r, z*) the value of the probabilistic norm of p e V at the point r will be denoted either by u(p)(t) or by up(f).
Definition3.l. Givenasequence (v¡,v¡,t¡,rf) sothatonehas,foreveryje Nandeveryf > 0,u;(p;)(t): l,namelypj :0j and,therefore,P:0.Thisproves(N1).The proof of (N2) is trivial. As for (N3), one has, for every f > 0, upaq(r) : lfiv¡(p¡ * qi)(t) > lF'tt (r;(r,i, uj(qj) (Fr, .., Fn, F¡11) :: h(t(n-1) (Fr,...,Fn), Fn+r).
Thesequence {ztn) 1ft,...,Fn+r)}isdecreasingsothatitsweaklimitalwaysexists,althoughitmaybeidenticallybeequal to zero; it is denoted by z(*'{Fn}, r(*) [Fn] :: w -'ITLr'n'(Fr,..., (Vn, un, zn, r,i) n.u be a sequence of PN spaces. Assume thst there exist two continuous triangle functions t und r* sttchthat (a) forevery n € N, z 1 rn I rl < r*: (b) 
